The awareness and understanding of the spectrum of pediatric sleep disorders has increased significantly in the last 20 years. While parents have always struggled with snoring children or behavioral difficulties around bedtime, only recently have parents and clinicians become aware of the potential long-term negative consequences of leaving these problems unaddressed. The diagnosis and management of pediatric sleep disorders can be uniquely challenging because of difficulties in assessing both the burden of disease and its downstream effects in the very young who are unable to clearly articulate their sleep-related experiences or relevant outcomes. Investigations in this age-group frequently require proxy parental assessments of sleep habits and outcomes or other innovative alternative methods of subjective assessment combined with objective measures that must be customized to the pediatric population. The impact of untreated sleep disorders during critical periods of early development on later cognition, behavior, and quality of life is potentially significant and far-reaching. This lends urgency to the need for more thorough and systematic investigation across the spectrum of pediatric sleep disorders.

*Nature and Science of Sleep* (NSS) is a relatively new international, peer-reviewed, open-access journal covering all aspects of sleep science and sleep medicine, including the neurophysiology and functions of sleep, the genetics of sleep, sleep and society, biological rhythms, dreaming, sleep disorders and therapy, and strategies to optimize healthy sleep. Interestingly, despite the broad topics covered by NSS, in the first 100 articles published in NSS, over 10% were specific to sleep disorders in the pediatric age-group. These articles include three review articles that discuss the specific pediatric sleep diagnoses described in *the International Classification of Sleep Disorders*,[@b1-nss-8-133] the neurocognitive and behavior outcomes after treatment for sleep disordered breathing (SDB),[@b2-nss-8-133] and the relationship between pediatric sleep disorders and attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).[@b3-nss-8-133]

In his review of pediatric sleep physiology and sleep disorders, El Shakankiry[@b1-nss-8-133] provides a concise summary of the unique features of pediatric sleep architecture and physiology that vary with age and are distinct from adult norms. Also discussed are the most common methods of assessing pediatric sleep, including key features of the sleep history and physical examination and objective investigations including polysomnography and actigraphy. A thorough review of the spectrum of pediatric sleep disorders is then presented according to the classification system described in *the International Classification of Sleep Disorders, Revised 2001*. These include dyssomnias (problems with falling or staying asleep or excessive daytime sleepiness, which includes obstructive sleep apnea and inadequate sleep hygiene), parasomnias (behaviors or physiologic processes that interrupt sleep after sleep onset such as somnambulism or nightmares), and sleep disorders associated with medical conditions such as epilepsy or sudden infant death syndrome.

Unlike this broad overview of pediatric sleep disorders, a review by Kohler et al[@b2-nss-8-133] focuses on studies investigating the relationship between SDB and neurocognitive and behavioral outcomes, an area that has seen explosive growth in the number of articles published in recent years. Among the many studies that have examined this relationship, the article by Kohler et al utilized relatively strict criteria for review, requiring the use polysomnography to diagnose SDB and validated measures of neurocognitive performance and behavior. On the basis of the studies meeting these criteria, the authors were able to conclude that children with SDB have consistent neurocognitive impairments in executive function, attention, and general intellectual ability. Problems with behavior appear less consistent, but the most frequently reported were somatic complaints, depression, and social problems. All of these deficits do improve with treatment, primarily in the form of adenotonsillectomy. However, the authors point out that there are only two studies that include a control group and use objective validated measures of both SDB and neurocognitive outcomes at baseline and in follow-up. In addition, the majority of treatment studies focus on primary school-aged children with little follow-up data extending beyond 1 year, highlighting the need for more rigorous prospective studies with longer follow-up.

With respect to the behavioral impact of sleep disturbances, a related review by Cassoff et al[@b3-nss-8-133] explores the evidence for the impact of sleep loss and other sleep disturbances on symptoms of ADHD. In addition to discussing the clinical implications of this relationship, the authors discuss hypothesized mechanisms involving changes in the prefrontal cortex, dopamine regulation, and the circadian system that may mediate the link between sleep disturbances and symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity. An important article in NSS further explores the relationship of short sleep duration and teacher ratings of inattention and cognition.[@b4-nss-8-133] This study demonstrates that shorter sleep duration is significantly associated with worse ratings in the inattention/cognitive problems domain of the Conners' Teacher Rating Scale but not with the hyperactivity/impulsivity domain.[@b4-nss-8-133] Another article provided preliminary data that in pediatric ADHD patients, better sleep hygiene before bed (eg, fewer caffeinated drinks, consistency of bedtime routine) predicts increased time in bed with improved sleep quality. In addition, observations that disrupted sleep is associated with weight and bedtime sleepiness, and that food consumption patterns are associated with morning sleepiness provide indirect evidence of a link between sleepiness, sleep quality, and eating behaviors in children with ADHD.[@b5-nss-8-133]

Assessments of pediatric sleep have traditionally relied on either parental report of sleep history or objective measures such as polysomnography, considered the gold standard for diagnosis of a variety of sleep disorders. Several articles in NSS have used actigraphy as an alternative measure of sleep--wake patterns.[@b4-nss-8-133]--[@b6-nss-8-133] Actigraphy uses a watch-like device that contains an accelerometer to measure physical activity. Estimates of sleep--wake states are then made based on algorithms using different thresholds of baseline activity to judge wakefulness. One recent study reported 86% sensitivity and 85% specificity of actigraphy in measuring sleep--wake states among infants when compared to polysomnography.[@b7-nss-8-133] When actigraphy was used as a gold standard to assess the accuracy of parental report of child sleep patterns among healthy children, subjective reports were judged to be acceptable for assessments of sleep start and end times but inadequate for total durations of sleep and nocturnal wakefulness.[@b8-nss-8-133] To assess whether this relationship holds true among children who are habitual snorers or suffer from insomnia, Dayyat et al[@b6-nss-8-133] compared sleep logs and actigraphy in children who were nonsnorers, habitual snorers, or had insomnia. All three groups showed a similar pattern of overestimated sleep duration of approximately 1 hour per night and an average error of 30 minutes in estimating sleep onset. It appears that actigraphy may provide more reliable objective data than parental report alone with respect to sleep--wake states and have a complementary role in assessing pediatric sleep habits at home.

While actigraphy provides a complementary objective measure of child sleep patterns, a subjective instrument allowing self-report among children aged 5--10 years is called the children's sleep comic.[@b9-nss-8-133] This approach was adapted from an unpublished German questionnaire named the "Freiburger Children's Sleep Comic" and utilizes cartoons to depict activities and scenarios related to sleep hygiene, sleep quality, and bedtime routines. This instrument was shown to have moderate correlations with other validated pediatric sleep questionnaires but has the advantage of being applicable to young children who do not yet read or write. Thus, this technique holds promise as an instrument that allows self-reported sleep symptoms even among very young children. Further prospective studies with longer follow-up are needed to establish its validity and potential utility in diagnosing pediatric sleep disorders. An example of such a prospective study was also published in NSS. This 5-year longitudinal study was based on self-report on the sleep--wake habits of teenagers aged 15--19 years.[@b10-nss-8-133] Ikeda and Hayashi[@b10-nss-8-133] demonstrated that only 5% of students in this age-group consistently self-awakened (awakening without the need for an external stimulus) over the entire study period, while 56% consistently required forced awakening. In general, students who consistently self-awakened went to bed earlier, got up from bed earlier, slept for a longer time, and had less change in their sleep patterns over time. This longitudinal study with excellent long-term follow-up helped to confirm similar findings in previous cross-sectional studies.

Amid the growth of research in pediatric sleep, the first 100 articles published in NSS have covered a broad range of topics that are relevant to the diagnosis and management of pediatric sleep disorders. Whether these are review articles describing what is known about neurocognitive and behavior outcomes after treatment for SDB or reports on new diagnostic methods of characterizing pediatric sleep disorders, these articles illustrate the increasing depth and variety of research in this area. They also serve to highlight the need for further study in a field that presents unique challenges in the diagnosis and management of sleep disorders in different age ranges, and where new avenues of inquiry and opportunities for research abound.
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